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About This Special Report 
This special report shares emerging analysis and perspec-
tives on the topic of xiaozi, a segment of modern Chinese 
consumers. This research is part of The Silk Initiative’s 
continued examination of consumer psyches throughout 
the region. With this report, The Silk Initiative (TSI) aims to 
educate foreign and domestic brands on the latest topics 
prevalent to business success in the food and beverage, 
consumer packaged goods, and fast moving consumer 
good sectors. 

This special report is based on quantitative analysis, 
literature reviews, and qualitative interviews with xiaozi 
and experts on the topic in China. It also draws on TSI’s 
industry expertise in semiotics, culture, consumer 
products, and food and beverage. 

This special report was written by Golden Huang, Jie 
Lu, John Pabon, and Liao Tzu-Hsuan, with contribu-
tions from members of the TSI China team. The 
authors wish to thank TSI and external interview-
ees, as well as other TSI colleagues who provided 
feedback. Any errors that remain are those of the 
authors. Please direct comments or questions to 
John Pabon at john@thesilkinitiative.com.
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Xiaozi Moments: 
A Little Engagement Throughout the Day
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   Xiaozi can be your crystal ball to see 
where consumers are headed. They 
often lead the pack, predicting well 
ahead of time what mass consumers will 
adopt. 
    The goal is to identify early what they 

What xiaozi purchase today, Chinese 
consumers at large will likely purchase a 
year from now. That gives savvy compa-
nies a big head start on research and 
development for the mass market. 

this set of consumers. This report spells 

I’m excited to share this ground-breaking, 

time to read it will no doubt be as thrilled 
by its content as we were to create it.

Andrew Kuiler, Founder and CEO 

The psyche of today’s Chinese 
consumer is as confusing as it is 
elusive. They seemingly purchase 
at random, often opting for prod-
ucts those in the west would 
consider odd. Once we seem to 
have a handle on what they’re 
doing, things shift and they’re on to 
the next. For brands trying to make 
it in China, this cycle is not only 
infuriating but makes it impossible 
to get ahead of research and devel-
opment. In a recent TSI materiality 
study, we found the number one 
concern among multinational 
corporations was modernising 
traditionally laborious development 
models. Chinese companies, with 
their fearless and fast R&D 

in the dust. 

But, we may have found a solution. 

Xiaozi, one of the many tribes of 
Chinese consumer, may be the key 
for brands to get ahead in China. 
Our in-depth research, exhaustive 
interviews, and ethnographic exper-
tise points to a number of ways 
savvy brands should embrace a 
group long put on the fringes.

Foreword
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Coined by Joseph Epstein in 1982, the term yuppie came to represent a 
“…cultural phenomenon of self-absorbed young professionals, earning 
good pay, enjoying the cultural attractions of sophisticated urban life 
and thought, and generally out of touch with, indeed antithetical to, 
most of the challenges and concerns of a far less well-off and more 
parochial Middle America.” Widely despised, yuppies were yet a 
driving force in western consumption patterns throughout much of 
the 1980s. Although Time Magazine declared the yuppie dead in 
1991, the segment keeps rearing its head. As late as 2010, Hong 
Kongers were making “yuppie wish lists” while Russians were 
adopting a yuppie lifestyle based on Indian traditional culture. 

Nearly forty years later, and 3,000 miles away, we’re seeing the 
immergence of a new type of yuppie. The Chinese xiaozi, an 
abbreviated phrase referencing the lower middle class, are a 
critical part of the country’s evolving consumer make up. Yet 
few brands understand, let alone court, this segment. 

 

What is a xiaozi? While they share characteristics as a 
segment, nailing down exactly what constitutes a xiaozi is 

and hedonists, to use western reference points. Put simply, 
one can think of xiaozi as a lifestyle spent in pursuit of modern 
tastes, culture, and exclusivity bordering on indulgence. It origi-
nated during China’s economic reforms in the 1990s as a 
means of using Marxist doctrine to categorize a new urban 
class. Many young urban Chinese of the time found they were 
not as wealthy as some, yet not as poor as others. The result was 
a bastardization of a term for the petite bourgeoisie. 

Today, xiaozi is synonymous with a carefree lifestyle spent in 
exclusivity and spending beyond one’s means. They are often at the 
forefront of “the next big thing,” but would never ascribe to conven-
tions. They revel in possessing knowledge setting them apart from 
their peers, but would never be as gauche as throwing it in some-
one’s face. They stress the importance of enjoying the now, even at 
the expense of a future not guaranteed. Xiaozi have short attention 
spans, quickly moving on to something more interesting when bore-
dom hits. They are elusive, confounding, and confusing. 

There are critical nuances, however, brands looking to tap into this 
segment must understand. Although evolving, much like the rest of 

-

can act as a crystal ball foretelling where the market is headed. Once 
done with something, other segments like the infamous wanghong gladly 
take over where xiaozi leave off. That means getting in early by under-
standing the segment can put research and development ahead in a very 
competitive, crowded market. 

 

Understanding China’s 
Modern Hedonists

Enjoying Life | Page 5 “I’d rather cry in a BMW than smile
     on a bicycle.” Ma Nuo 



There are a wide array of emmerging consumer segments in 
China. Two of the most prominent are xiaozi and wanghong. 
Each represent a very different type of Chinese consumer. 
Wanghong are often seen in groups, soaking up attention and 
posing for glamour shots. Xiaozi, on the other hand, are studi-
ous, solitary, and adventurous.  

Know
Your
Segments

Wanghong

Xiaozi



Xiaozi
Moments

A Little Engagement
Throughout the Day 
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Breakfast: Visually Appealing;
A Moment in the Sun

Xiaozi are stereotypically viewed as 
soaking up the morning sun, enjoying 

a latte at one of Shanghai’s newest 
cafes. For many, this is a fairly 

accurate description. Even for 
most Chinese, having a “xiaozi 
moment’ like this is a much 
sought-after part of the day. It 
makes perfect sense. In 
China’s megacities, the 
stresses of everyday life are 
seen as easily balanced out 
reading a book in a white-tiled 
coffee shop. Embracing a 
lifestyle where money is no 

zen is a worthwhile investment. 

For xiaozi, a perfect breakfast is the ultimate prelude to the 
perfect day. 

It all starts out with the freshest organic ingredients 
prepared in a balanced way. Traditional Chinese break-
fast foods, often deep fried and full of carbs, are a 
major sin for xiaozi. Instead, they prefer something 
quick and healthy to start the day off right. 

More importantly, breakfast serves as a means of 

prepared meals at home mean I’ve been more 
productive than you already. Not only do I get up 
early, but have the skills needed to easily whip up a 
restaurant-quality meal. Breakfast demonstrates to 
the world achievement, happiness, and satisfaction. 
Once the photos are taken, it becomes something to 
delight in the rest of the day. 

The alarm rings.
It’s 6:30 and there’s much to be done. While xiaozi 
typically embrace a more relaxed lifestyle, the 
morning truly is their time to shine.

Keeping Up with Keto
In line with their world view, xiaozi are always after the latest 
“it” fad. Breakfast is no exception. That’s why paleo and ketogenic 
diets have grown in popularity among this segment. A staple in 
western health circles for some time, sexy ingredients like quinoa and 
chia, coupled with bulletproof coffee, are now big money in China. Compli-
cation, though, is always a consideration. Xiaozi want things to be easy. Prep-
ping these types of diets, especially with such foreign ingredients, may look good 
but can be a potential barrier to true advocacy. 

”My dream is to run an elegant and sweet café 
with my best friend, where we make our favorite cakes,

bake sweet bread, and hold cups of hot chocolate in 
our hands.” Yun Yue, university student 



“The typical yuppie can afford the expensive 
things he buys, while xiaozi are criticized for 
spending beyond their means.” 
Shepherd Laughlin
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Noon

of blending an exclusive, carefree lifestyle with pesky 
real-world necessities like making money. 

Like most of their generation 
around the world, today’s 
xiaozi head into a job where 

purposeless position doesn’t 
appeal to them, but neither 

hours. For generations, 
toiling on the factory line or 
at a desk for 12 hours a day 
was not uncommon in China. 
Work/life balance was 
unheard of. That’s probably 
why a recent Allianz report 
found half of Chinese millen-

their current job. Xiaozi 
actively buck these trends by 
seeking out the opposite in 
their 9 to 5. 

public relations, creative, or 
design roles at smaller com-
panies. Working for a multina-
tional conglomerate is the 
height of selling out. That is, of 

exclusive job that puts them 
ahead of trends. That also means 
that, for xiaozi, earning power isn’t 
nearly as important as attitude. A 
xiaozi life typically nets anywhere 
from 5,000 to 20,000 yuan 
(US$700 to $2,900) a month, 
squarely in the lower middle class 
but potentially just scrapping by in 
expensive cities like Shanghai. For 
them, though, life is about so much 
more than earning power.

At the Gym:
Building an Exclusive Tribe
There’s a reason half of Lululemon’s new stores in 
2018 were opened in China. The global athletics 
powerhouse hits all the sweat spots for xiaozi, and 
they know it. Lululemon is an exclusive western 
brand offering unique experiences at a high price 
point. 

For example, unlike mass 
campaigns in the U.S. and 
Canada, Lululemon China 
invited a small group of young 
advocates to sunrise yoga on 
the Great Wall to kick off their 
presence on the mainland. The 
company also understands 
and promotes the building of a 
tribe. As humans this is 
important, even to a group as 
outwardly exclusive as the 
xiaozi. 

In Between: Balancing the Scales

stress levels, the dry, stale air can wreak havoc on 
the skin. In a world where aesthetics are every-
thing, precautions must be taken. That’s why 
xiaozi eat nutritional supplements like candy. 

Once associated only with the aged or sick, nutri-
tional supplements are now seen as a positive 

-
lia and Japan are go-to markets for nutriceuticals 
given both have strict regulatory standards. One 
xiaozi prefers Australian companies because 
“…Australia is one of the few countries to include 
nutrition and health care products in drug man-
agement.” Overall, they are looking for issue-spe-

strengthen the body. They’re also as prone to the 
detox craze as everyone else around the world. 

 

On the Job: Working Hard or Hardly Working?
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Night
They’ve made their money. Now, it’s time to play!

Drink
essence of xiaozi, it 

was the speakeasy. A relatively new concept in China’s 
megacities, speakeasies had been able to stay under-
ground for a bit of time. When you have 1.6 billion 
consumers, though, your secret’s bound to get out. 
Now “secret door bars,” as they’re called, have become 
homes for the masses. 

Before this transition they were a welcome den for 
xiaozi. The segment, who feed on exclusivity, anonymi-
ty, and experience, effortlessly gravitated towards 
speakeasies. Xiaozi also, ironically, ended up being their 
biggest promoters. With dimly lit photos of expensive, 
uniquely crafted cocktails popping up on WeChat and 

The result was a string of wildly popular drinking holes, 
including a Shanghai speakeasy named one of the 
world’s top 50 bars. Intended or not, that’s the power 
of the xiaozi. 

Eat
Helen Wang, author of The Chinese 
Dream, sums up a Chinese hipster’s night 
out perfectly in saying many Chinese 
“…associate the middle class with houses 
and cars, and xiaozi with candlelight 
dinners and a glass of wine.” Much like 
the yuppies before them, money is no 
object. Xiaozi value quality products and 
meticulous service, thus rationalizing the 
price tag for these experiences. While a 
bowl of noodles in Shanghai would set 
someone back US$1, a Michelin-starred 
Jean Georges restaurant on the city’s 
historic waterfront can break the bank at 
US$200 per person. For a hedge fund 
manager, this wouldn’t be an issue. For a 
xiaozi, with an exponentially lower salary, 
such indulgences may feel good but are 
clearly beyond their means.

Be Merry
What really makes a xiaozi smile are experi-
ences that shape their worldview. Unlike most 
Chinese, xiaozi are less likely to spend hours on 
Taobao buying needless things. Instead, they opt 

books by Murakami; recipes with new foreign 
ingredients; travel to exotic destinations. Xiaozi 
pride themselves on their higher level of education 
and worldly understanding gained through 
degrees and travel. Counter to the typical view of 
Chinese tour groups crowding Parisian duty free 
shops, xiaozi seek out experiential, individual travel 
off the beaten path. The more remote, the better. 

Not only are they searching for means of personal 

trend spotter. The Empire State Building, Golden 
Palace, and Colosseum are passé. What’s worse, 
they’re teeming with Chinese tourists. Picnics in Central 

mask for Carnival, however, are unique enough experi-
ences to give xiaozi caché. This way, they can return 
home and share just how cutting edge they are.  

“In my view, high-quality products and services 
are worth the price. For example, while eating 

in a fancy restaurant, we can enjoy the nice 
environment, good taste, and superior service.” 

    Yi Wen, 29



Xiaozi
Lifestyle:  
What’s in your bag ?
A xiaozi’s bag is full of pieces unique to their 
lifestyle. Along with the requisite books by 
Murakami and dozens of VIP loyalty cards, 
they love earth-toned, sustainable, LOHAS 
products. Health and wellness, cosmetic, 
and betterment items are also popular. 
These are rounded out by preferred arts and 
crafts, like photography and travel, to make 
the bag complete. 

“I’m not so 
blind as to chase 

material things. 
Balance is key.” 

Zhuang Shi, 
Beijing

“Her life is so 
xiaozi. She’s single, 

her house is full of art 
and she travels 

abroad to buy foreign 
things.”      Wei Yuan, 

Beijing

“Everyone is 
drunk, but I’m
wide awake.”



Activating
Xiaozi to

Build
Your Brand
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Why, though, are xiaozi important from a commercial 
perspective? 

Unlike the yuppies or hipsters of the past, who were quite outside 
consumer norms, xiaozi provide a glimpse into the actual future of 
Chinese consumerism. That’s because they are truly at the 
forefront of trends in the world’s largest consumer market. 

Although a small subset of the new Chinese middle class, xiaozi 
have done well over the past several years in foreshadowing mass 

product hip. In some cases, they are months or years ahead. Much 
like speakeasies, xiaozi inadvertently then promote their exclusive 
locations to a wider segment. Eventually, there is enough virality to 
these concepts that segments like wanghong pick up the commercial 
value. This is when larger marketing and advertising begins, translating 
to videos on Douyin or Instagram food porn. 

By this point, though, xiaozi have already moved on to the next big thing. 
With wanghong now at the helm, promoting on a mass scale, larger 

Unfortunately, it’s too late to do any meaningful research or product 
development. Had these same companies looked at what xiaozi were 
doing, instead of waiting for the wanghong, they would have been ahead of 
the game. 

This cycle has repeated itself over and over: xiaozi adopt early; wanghong 
replicate xiaozi behaviour; brands see what is being promoted but are too 
late to make an impact. Then, they complain the market moves too fast or is 

Think about how differently China R&D could be if you just knew how to tap 

 identify the who, what, and where of xiaozi purchasing behaviour. 

Chinese market is headed. 

The Chinese purchase behaviour cycle begins with xiaozi 
as early adopters, moves into larger adoption by wang-
hong, and eventually mass appeal across most consum-
er segments.

Xiaozi Wanghong

The Xiaozi Cycle

Mass Chinese
Consumer



Following the Xiaozi Cycle: Coffee
Nothing is more xiaozi than sipping a nice cup of coffee. 

A few years ago, places like Shanghai began to see rustic French-run bakeries 
popping up. Most catered to a majority foreign clientele, but the craftsmanship and 
dedication to coffeemaking struck a chord with xiaozi. Over time, promotion by xiaozi 
began to popularise these shops, leading to their proliferation and bastardisation. 
The hand-drip coffee craze eventually morphed into a China-sized Starbucks Roast-
ery. Now, handcrafted coffee is enjoying mass appeal across a country traditionally 
known for drinking tea. 

This segment is the most exposed to 
foreign or cosmopolitan ideals, largely 
garnered from education or experiences 
overseas. With prolonged exposure to 
global culture, xiaozi begin to develop 
reference points for comparison, mea-
surement, and subjectivity versus 
Chinese culture. The majority of consum-

-
standing, but still seek out western prod-
ucts in many respects. Xiaozi thus act as a 

and culture are translated in China. 

Their multifaceted tastes have grown into 
a higher appreciation for aesthetics and 

also seeing xiaozi move away from mate-
rialism and towards quests for spiritual or 
esoteric betterment. They are now 
considering the big questions of life, 
including the meaning of consumerism 
and how to consume responsibly.

67% of Chinese consumers spent 
more money on cultural, artistic, or 
spiritual products versus 2017

70% of Chinese consumers will 
purchase products based on 
aesthetics of display

#1 
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Sophistication

Bernachon coffee, 
delivering on a 
message of 
sophistication, 
culture, and 
lifestyle. 

Niche coffee shops 
promoted a slower 
lifestyle and 
handcrafted drinks.

Global corporations 
then stepped in, 
taking the trend 
to the masses.

Eventually, 
these became
hot beds 
of activity.

Xiaozi pride themselves on being sophisticated.



Following the Xiaozi Cycle: Gyms

Today, the landscape is very different. Not only are there chain gyms across China, 
but CrossFit, F45, Orange Theory, and all manner of boutique gyms are cluttering a 
once empty space. This all began with small “box gyms” popping up in remote 
corners of urban centres. 

Yizhaxian beverages 
blends concepts of 
indulgence with 
living a physically 
and mentally 
balanced life. 

Today, boutique 
gyms line streets in 
cities like Shanghai 
and Beijing. 

Box gyms got a bit 
bigger, but were still 
only big enough for 
small classes. 

Health and wellness, especially physical activity, 
has taken the country by storm. As China contin-
ues to grapple with expanding waistlines and 
poor nutritional understanding, the other end of 
the spectrum is growing by leaps and bounds. In 
fact, 76% of urban Chinese now say they partici-
pate in sports or other physical activities com-
pared to about 56% in the United States. The 
number attending gyms alone has increased by 4 
to 5 million people annually since 2011. China is 
one of the world’s top four organic markets, 90% 
of Chinese consumers now drink some form of 
plant-based beverage, and nearly half of all 
consumers purchase nutritional supplements.

What precipitated such a change? Xiaozi. This 
segment adopted and promoted such habits 
starting three years ago. Issues associated with 
urban development, including stress, obesity, 
and low energy levels, only exacerbated adoption 
by the wider public. Xiaozi still stress the impor-
tance of healthy lifestyles, meaning the health 
and wellness industry is likely set for continued 
growth. 

20% more urban Chinese are 
physically active versus Ameri-
cans

US $31 billion health food 
sales in China last year 

#2 
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Healthy Lifestyles

Mintel: Healthy Lifestyle Trends, China 2017 
CNR News

Exclusive and tiny, 
24 hour “box gyms” 
began China’s 

http://china.mintel.com/xinwengao/xinwengao-qushi/76%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E9%83%BD%E5%B8%82%E6%B6%88%E8%B4%B9%E8%80%85%E5%B9%B3%E6%97%B6%E4%BC%9A%E8%BF%90%E5%8A%A8%E5%81%A5%E8%BA%AB
http://news.cnr.cn/native/gd/20161014/t20161014_523196819.shtml


Following the Xiaozi Cycle: Discovery
First it was the speakeasy. Then, it was escape rooms. Now, businesses are taking the 
concept of discovery to their retail spaces and product lines.  

Aha Coffee adds a 
touch of exoticism 
to their brand, 
tapping into Chi-
na’s interest in 
travel and dis-
covery.  

62% of Chinese consumers 
prefer to experience a product 
before purchase 

75% of Chinese have, or plan 

focused on thrill-seeking

CBBA: The Original Middle Class Consumption Concepts
Glonway: 2018 New Middle Class Consumption 
Jing Daily: The Appeal of Adventure is Growing for Chinese Tourists

Mass exhibtions 
perfect for crowds

Trendy, experiential 

Secret exclusive 
places

experiential moments and discovery. 

China’s rapid development has left a genera-
tion of consumers comfortable with the unex-
pected. Urban landscapes proliferate this, with 
something new always around the next corner. 
Xiaozi embrace this, especially as it puts them 
on the cutting edge 

We are starting to see the impact of this xiaozi 
attitude in wider Chinese purchasing 
behaviours, particularly with travel. The image 
of Chinese tourists heading on group shop-
ping-spree holidays is quickly becoming a thing 

-
ping is no longer the prime reason for [Chinese] 
international travel,” said Abhiram Chowdhry, 
APAC Vice President at Hotels.com. Non-shop-
ping expenses now make up about 70% of all 
travel costs. This includes budgeting “…for 
immersive local experiences such as unique 
dining, culture or lifestyle events…” according 
to Mary English, APAC Executive Vice Presi-
dent at the Collinson Group.

#3 
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Discovery
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https://www.sohu.com/a/164947479_99951575
https://www.sohu.com/a/247532388_313170
https://jingtravel.com/the-appeal-of-adventure-is-growing-for-chinese-tourists/


While the xiaozi lifestyle might be a singular way of thinking, very few 
are actually able to ascribe to it 24 hours a day. The struggle of trying 
to keep up with trends, posting early-bird breakfast shots, and then 
spending half a pay check on a meal would exhaust a Navy SEAL. 
That’s why most dip in and out of being a xiaozi. Often, young Chinese 
will half joke they’re having a “xiaozi moment” while enjoying the 
sunshine, visiting an art gallery, or sipping a coffee. Whether they 
know it or not, they’re right. They may not create or lead trends, but 
they are certainly among the critical early adopters for products. As 
in any market around the world, catering to early adopters is often 
what separates successful brands from those quickly forgotten. 

Xiaozi Moments are 
for Everyone
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The Silk Initiative (TSI) is an insights-driven brand consultancy 
giving packaged food and beverage brands the strategic direction 
they need to understand, enter and prosper within the Chinese 
market. They provide brand strategy consulting from determining 
new market opportunities and positioning strategy, brand devel-
opment, product innovation, pack design, launch agency selec-
tion, launch preparation, and in-market monitoring. The Silk Initia-
tive’s expert team works closely with client partners across the 
globe, including Campbell’s, PepsiCo, Unilever, General Mills, 
Pizza Hut, Arla, Tyson, Mars Wrigley, Vita Coco, and McCain. All of 
TSI’s brand strategies are based on extensive consumer under-
standing, using world-class market research techniques by 
teams based in Greater China, Australia, and the United States.

About TSI
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Disclaimer
The Silk Initiative publishes occasional special reports as a 
contribution to the wider understanding of business in China. 
Through this work, however, TSI is not endorsing, supporting, 
or representing any brand, company, or organisation. The 
views expressed in this publication are those of its authors and 

recommendations. They are circulated to stimulate a timely 

debates on emerging topics relevant to business success in 
China.

Forward-Looking Statements
Certain information set forth in this presentation contains 
“forward-looking information.” Although forward-looking 
statements contained in this presentation are based upon 
what management of the company believes are reasonable 
assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking 
statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and 
future events could differ materially from those anticipated in 
such statements. The company undertakes no obligation to 
update forward-looking statements if circumstances or man-
agement’s estimates or opinions should change except as 
required by applicable securities laws. The reader is cautioned 
not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
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Now that you know all of this, 
what questions should you be
asking yourself about your brand?

How do I stay relevant in the Chinese market?

How do I know if my competitors are ahead in the market?

How do I keep up with the speed of China?

How do we maintain our pro�t margin in changing China?

Is there a white space in the Chinese Market for my brand to �ll?
For more information, please contact: 

Golden Huang, Client Manager
golden@thesilkinitiative.com

John Pabon, Marketing and Communications
john@thesilkinitiative.com

Enjoying Life: What’s Next for Brands in China? 
Harness Xiaozi Moments to Build
Brand Advocacy, and Ef�cacy in China 

November 2018
Copyright © The Silk Initiative

www.thesilkinitiative.com
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